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(' Questions 1 through 3 refer to the following:

The following excerpt from Paul Revere's diary concerns the Boston Tea Party in December 16, 1773.

n ••• and then we, (members of the Sons of Liberty), dressed ourselves as Native Americans, marched across town toward the harbor, with a
purpose of protest and non-violence. We marched up the plank to the ships and as we dumped the tea into the harbor, the British soldiers
and sailors on the ships just stood by and watched because they knew we were not going to harm anyone. They also knew we were there
to protest the taxes on tea and were cautioned by their superiors to remember the violence of the night of March 5, 1770, koown by the
colonists as the Boston Massacre."

1) (a) Why did the colonists dress as Native Americans?

(b) Who were the Sons of Liberty?

(c) Why did the British soldiers fail to react as the colonists dumped the tea in Boston Harbor?

(d) How was the Boston Tea Party an example of protest?

2) What were the colonists in Paul Revere's excerpt protesting?

A) Sugar Act B) Tea Act C) Quartering Act D) Stamp Act

3) According to Paul Revere's excerpt, what illegal action did the colonist take?

A) the destruction of property C) the printing of propaganda
B) an attack on British soldiers D) a colonial mutiny
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Questions 1 through 3 refer to the following:

The following political cartoon appeared in colonial newspapers during the time of the American Revolution, It was an appeal for the
unification of the colonies.
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I) What was the primary purpose of this cartoon?

A) to threaten the British Loyalists
B) to protest the Stamp Act

2) (a) Where could this political cartoon be found?

C) to encourage unity
D) to show support for King George III

(b) What did each segment of the snake represent?

(c) What was meant by the title of the cartoon?

(d) Why might the symbol of a snake have been used in this cartoon?

3) This political cartoon was an example of what concept?

A) nationalism B) imperialism C) isolationism D) sectionalism


